Outside Guidelines

Sandbox

All sand toys need to stay in the sand areas
Water can be used in the sand, be sure to roll up long sleeves
Shoes can be off on warm days, roll up pant legs
Sand is to be used on the ground, not thrown
Children are not to climb on water fountains or on sand/water tables

Play Structure

Children must be seated feet first on all slides
Children are not to swing on safety bars
Toys are to be kept away from the structure
Children need to stay inside the barriers on ramps and bridges
Children need both hands free when climbing onto the play structure; they need to put security toys or blankets away in their cubbie
Children are not to stand on the bars and need to be able to reach the bars by themselves, they are not to be picked up

Swings

Children need to push themselves, hold on at all times and sitting or laying down is okay
Swing children safely
Make sure no children are in the way and utilize the ‘waiting bench’ for children who are waiting for their turn

Trikes and Scooters

Children are to have shoes on at all times
Trikes and scooters are to follow the directional arrows on the path and are to be parked off the path when the children are finished riding

Patio

Children are to sit on furniture and walk while playing in the area
Children are to take care of all materials used in the patio area

* Be sure to take classroom materials back to the classroom when your outside time is over and take care of ‘community’ materials.